
Product instruction manual
Trimfast A-Frame Multi Substrate Cutters
TFMS-165, TFMS-210, TFMS-250

The Trimfast A-Frame is designed to cut cleanly and accurately, 
without dust and without noise. 

Keep this manual safe for future reference.
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Thank you for purchasing the Trimfast A-Frame.

Manufactured in the UK, the Trimfast A-Frame Vertical Multi Substrate Cutters 
are truly affordable finishing solutions for any sign making business.

The Trimfast A-Frame is designed to cut cleanly and accurately, without dust 
and without noise. Featuring interchangeable tool cartridges which can be changed in under 10 
seconds, you will only need to buy the tools you need. Repeat cuts for production runs are made 
quick & accurate with the 2 production stops and with the built-in counterbalance, hands are left 
free for loading material and causing less operator fatigue. The A-Frame also includes end caps on 
each of the support beams as an added safety feature. 

The TFMS-TH1 Tool Holder is included as standard and will cut foam board, PVC, corrugated card, 
polystyrene and any other materials that are commonly cut using a Stanley knife. 
Optional tool holders are available for cutting aluminium composites, as well as Dibond® & MDF 
(TFMS-TH2), for ‘V’ grooving aluminium composites (TFMS-TH3), for scoring acrylics (TFMS-TH4) and 
scoring glass (TFMS-TH5). The tool holder system means that new tools can be developed for new 
materials, giving the Trimfast A-Frame Vertical Multi Substrate Cutters virtually unlimited scalability.

Introduction

Trimfast A-Frame
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Toolholder
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Adjustable 
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Clamp Arm

Cutting head handles

Horizontal Assembly

A-Frame Contents
After unpacking the Trimfast A-Frame, ensure that you have the following parts:

•  Vertical assembly
• Horizontal assembly
• Legs (1 x Left Hand, 1 x Right Hand this includes the squaring adjustment mechanism)
• Material Supports x 8
• Scale Set
• Tool box (containing Toolholder #1, Toolholder stop, Utility blades x100, 2mm Allen key,
              4mm Allen key, Laser assembly and Wall mount bracket).

All fastenings have been loosely fixed in place to aid assembly. 

We advise that you do not throw any packaging away until assembly is complete.

Labelled A-Frame Cutter
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Please read these instructions carefully. Note the safe operational requirements, warnings and cautions. 
Use the product correctly and with care for the purpose for which it was intended. Failure to do so may 
cause damage or personal injury, and will invalidate the warranty.

• Wear appropriate eye protection during operation.
• Keep hands away from the cutting blade during operation.
• Always use both hands to pull/push downwards on the cutting head handles when using this tool. 

Specifications

Safety Instructions

                                                            TFMS-165 TFMS-210 TFMS-250

Height (cm/inches) 165/65 210/83 250/98

Standard width (cm/inches) 213/84 213/84 213/84

Extended width (optional extra) 275/108 275/108 275/108

Warranty* 1 year 1 year 1 year

General Maintenance

• Regularly clean the Trimfast Multi Substrate Cutter using a dry cloth, stubborn stains can be removed with 
a cloth dampened with a little water/detergent. 
• Silicon spray can be used to lubricate the cutting head slideway. NEVER USE OIL OR SPIRITS TO LUBRICATE 
OR CLEAN THE SLIDEWAY AS THE  BEARINGS MAY BE DAMAGED.
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Assembling the A-Frame - Ensure that the counterbalance weight and 
cord are connected before starting the assembly.

1.  Fitting the right hand leg - Remove the 2 x 
M8 screws from the top of the leg and hold the 
leg behind the right joining bracket. Refit the 
screws from the front, finger tight only. 

Repeat for the left hand leg.

3. Align the two outer holes in the horizontal 
assembly with the corresponding holes in 
the legs and refit the 2 x M8 screw assemblies 
loosely.  The M8 screws are fitted from the 
front with the black nylon spacer between the 
horizontal assembly and the legs.

If you are not assembling to the wall, 

please go to step 7

2. Fitting the horizontal assembly - Remove the 2 flip 
stops, the 2 x M8 screws and the 2 x M10 screws after 
carefully noting their positions.  Slide the horizontal 
assembly through the gap in the vertical assembly. 
Align the two inner holes in the horizontal assembly 
with the two corresponding holes of the vertical 
assembly and refit the 2 x M10 screws loosely. The M10 
screws are fitted from the rear, you may find it easier to 
raise the bottom end of the machine to do this.

5. Refit the 2 x M8 screws finger tight only.  
Tighten the 2 x M8 screws at the top of 
each leg and get help to lift the machine 
into position against the wall in the desired 
location. The wall mounting bracket should lay 
flush against the wall, mark the position of the 
two V’s with a pencil 

6. Move the machine away and remove the 
wall mounting bracket.  Attach the bracket 
to the wall with appropriate fixings then 
reposition the machine and fasten to the 
bracket. 

4. Fitting the wall mounting bracket - Raise the 
top end of the machine, remove the 2 x M8 
screws from the wall mounting bracket and fit 
to the top plate as shown 

Fitting the Trimfast Multi Substrate Cutter Free Standing Kit
YOU WILL REQUIRE THE ASSISTANCE OF ANOTHER PERSON TO CARRY OUT THE FITTING OF THE FREE STANDING KIT

7. Remove the wall mounting bracket if 
you have already fitted it and move the 
counterbalance eyebolt from position A to 
Position B (See above)

8. Fit the short arm to the top plate using the 
holes shown above.

9. Fit the long arm to the bottom plate using 
the holes shown above. Make sure all screws 
are tight. 

A B
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14. You may need to undo the grub screws 
fitted to each fixing bracket.  Make sure that 
each support is level before tightening the two 
grub screws in the fixing bracket and the M8 
screws in the clamp. 

15. Fit the toolholder stop - this consists of the 
above. 

17. Extend the support leg so that it firmly 
touches the floor

18. Fitting the tool box - Fit the tool box to the 
rear of the horizontal assembly as shown 

10. Tighten the 2 x M10 screws fixing the 
horizontal assembly to the vertical assembly.

11. Tighten the 2 x M8 screws fixing the 
horizontal assemble to the legs.

13. Fitting the material supports - Loosen the 
8 x clamps attached to the legs and slide the 
eight material supports into position as shown 

16. Slide the large block downwards into the 
bottom of the A-Frame. Attach the triangle 
block to the front of the A-Frame with the 
screw provided. 

12. Feed the cord from the front of the 
A-Frame over the top, keeping it in line with 
the wheels. Lift the tool holder up from the 
back of the A-Frame and loop the cord around 
the wheel.
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1. Remove the toolholder clamp plate and fit 
the utility blades with care.

2. Insert the toolholder and move the head 
to the parked position near the top of the 
machine and tighten the handle.

3. Place the board vertically on the machine and clamp in 
position.  Make sure that the bottom edge is in firm contact with 
the horizontal assembly and make a cut by pulling the head 
downwards.
Do not push down with too much force as this could damage 
the A-Frame.
Unclamp the board and return the head to its parked position 
near the top of the machine.  Turn the board over and make a 
second cut if required.

4. If the machine is square, the width of the 
board at the top (T) will equal the width of the 
board at the bottom (B) 

Checking the Trimfast Multi Substrate Cutter for squareness
To produce accurate results, the horizontal assembly needs to be fixed at exactly 90 degrees to the vertical assembly. 
To do this select a piece of foamboard 3.6mm at least 60 x 100cm in size. The larger the board the greater the accuracy. 

Adjusting the squareness

1. Slacken the 2 x M8 screws joining the legs to 
the horizontal assembly. 

2. Slacken the right hand M10 screw joining 
the horizontal assembly to the vertical 
assembly. Once done tighten only the left 
hand M10 screws. 

3. Measure the width of the board at the 
top and at the bottom.  If the top is greater 
than the bottom turn the squaring adjuster 
clockwise. If the top is less than the bottom 
turn the squaring adjuster anti-clockwise and 
push the horizontal assembly downwards.

Make another cut and measure, repeating 
this process until the top and the bottom are 
equal. 

Tighten all the screws.
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VERTICAL SCALE – This measures the height of the board and is only used for reference.  Take a small piece of 
board and measure its height. Place the board in the machine so that it covers the scale recess. Mark a line level 
with the top of the board adjacent to the scale recess.  Remove the vertical scale from its backing and stick in place 
so that the measured dimension is in line with the mark. 

RIGHT HAND SCALE (reads left to right) – Set the right hand flip stop at approximately 20cms from the right hand 
edge.  Slide a piece of board up to this and make a cut. Remove the right hand scale from its backing and stick in 
the recess with the measured dimension in line with the edge of the production stop.

LEFT HAND SCALE (reads right to left) – Repeat the above steps for the left hand scale then trim any excess.

Calibrating and fitting the measuring scales

Fitting and calibrating the laser
• Slide the laser mounting block onto the locating 
pin. (Image 1)
• Fix the battery box to the side of the cutting 
head. (Image 2)
• With the cutting head in its parked position near 
the top of the machine, clamp a piece of foam board 
or something similar in place.  Set the toolholder to cut 
only the surface of the board and not all the way through 
and move the head downwards to the bottom of the 
machine. 
• Remove the toolholder and move the head so 
that it is just above the clamped material.
• Switch on the laser and focus the line by turning 
the grooved ring on the end.
• Loosen the laser horizontal adjustment knob and 
slide the laser left or right so that the laser line is centred 
on the start of the cut line. With the cutting head in its 
parked position near the top of the machine, clamp the 
piece of foam board or something similar in place.  Set 
the toolholder to cut only the surface of the board and 
not all the way through and move the head downwards 
to the bottom of the machine. 
• If the laser needs to be adjusted so that it is 
parallel with the cut line this is done by loosening the 
clamp screw and rotating the laser module within the 
mounting block.

1.

2.

Fitting the laser diagram
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Using the Trimfast Multi Substrate Cutter
For correct use of the A-Frame please follow the below:

• All cutting and scoring is done on the downward stroke.

• Material to be cut can be fed from the left or right and moved to the desired dimension against the production stops. 

• You can also sight your cut using the laser.

Fit the utility blades into the toolholder by 
removing the clamp plate CAUTION: THE 
BLADES ARE SHARP, HANDLE CAREFULLY.

and the fully retracted position for thick 
materials . Remember to tighten the clamp 
knob before use.

Insert the toolholder into the cutting head 
and push as far forward as the stops will allow.
Tighten the clamp knob and then slacken 
by one turn. This will allow the toolholder to 
move between the fully forward position for 
thin materials 

Spare Parts

For Spare Parts please contact your supplier
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Trimfast TFMS-TH2 Aluminium Composite Cutter

The TFMS-TH2 is designed to cut Aluminium Composite up to a maximum thickness of 4mm. 
Follow these instructions for optimum safety, cut quality and performance. 

Setting the Blade Depth

Insert the TH2 toolholder and push forward to the stop position. Tighten the securing knob and undo by half a 
turn, this will allow the head to move slightly to accomodate the different thicknesses of aluminium composite. 
There is no need to remove the protective film from the aluminium composite. 

Replacing the Blade

2. Remove the spindle screw 3. Adjust the spindle screw as necessary to 
allow the wheels to turn freely and tighten the 
locknut.

1. Undo the locknut

Making the Cut

• Move the cutting head to a resting position above the height of the material to be cut.

• Set the production stop to the appropriate dimension.

• Insert the aluminium composite, position against the production stop and apply the clamp.

• Hold both handles on the cutting head and firmly pull downwards in a slow steady manner to make the cut. 
Complete the cut by pulling the head down to its bottom resting place.

• Unclamp the material and remove it from the A-Frame. 



Trimfast TFMS-TH3 V Groover

The Trimfast V groover is designed to cut a strip of material from the surface of aluminium composite sheets up to 
5mm thick - enabling bending and folding of the substrate for a wide variety of applications. 
Follow these instructions for optimum safety, cut quality and performance. 

Setting the Blade Depth

• Place a sample of the aluminium composite you wish to cut onto the cutter squaring arm and apply the clamp. 
Insert the V groover and position the cutting head so the V groove blade is resting on top of the material.

• Push the V groover fully forward so that the plastic ramp is in total contact with the face of the material and 
then tighten the securing knob. The plastic ramp must be in firm contact with the material surface in order to 
maintain a uniform groove depth throughout the full cutting stroke.

• Turn the depth adjustment screw using the 5mm allen key supplied with the cutter. Turn clockwise to increase 
the depth of cut or anti-clockwise to decrease the depth of the cut. As a general rule, allow a minimum of 
0.5mm of the materials plastic core, plus the aluminium sleeve to remain after the material has been cut. 

Making the Cut

• Hold both handles on the cutting head and pull downwards in a slow steady manner, until the cutting head 
reaches the bottom of the A-Frame. 

• Unclamp the material, remove it from the cutter and bend the sheet as required.

• Make any final adjustments to the blade depth. No further adjustments will be required unless you change the 
thickness of the material to be cut.

Always ensure that the plastic ramp is in firm contact with the material surface before starting each cut. 

Using the 2mm allen key supplied with the cutter, remove the two M3 screws (one on each side of the blade holder) 
and remove the old blade. 

Fit the new blade with the cutting edge pointing downwards and insert the two securing screws.

Replacing the Blade

12
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Trimfast TFMS-TH4 Acrylic Scoring Tool

The Trimfast Acrylic Scoring Tool is designed to score acrylic, plexiglass and other fracture sensitive rigid plastics, 
enabling them to be broken along the score line. 
Follow these instructions for optimum safety, cut quality and performance. 

Replacing the Blade

Using the 2mm allen key supplied with the cutter, loosen the M3 screw and slide out the old blade. 

Fit the new blade and tighten the M3 screw. 

Setting the Blade Depth

• Place the rigid plastic you wish to score onto the cutter squaring arm and apply the clamp.                               
NOTE - THERE IS NO NEED TO REMOVE THE PROTECTIVE FILM FROM THE PLASTIC.

• Insert the acrylic scoring tool and position the cutting head so the tip of the scoring blade is resting on top of 
the material. 

• Tighten the securing knob.

• Pull back the spring loaded blade holder and position the tip of the scoring blade 1mm below the top edge of 
the substrate. You are now ready to create the score line. 

Making the Score

• Hold both handles on the cutting head and pull downwards in a slow steady manner, until the cutting head 
reaches the bottom of the A-Frame. 

• One pass should be enough but when cutting thicker materials muliple scores may be required. Repeat the 
step above as often as required.

• Running the score line - Unclamp the material, remove it from the cutter and snap by hand. Note using the 
edge of a table or similar to apply pressure, will make this easier. 
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Warranty & Incorrect Use
IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Your Trimfast Finishing System should reach you in perfect condition, however if your system arrives damaged or faulty in anyway, 
this must be reported to your supplier immediately. 

Your Finishing System is guaranteed for 1 year from date of purchase covering defective parts and general wear and tear; it does not 
cover any damage to the blades.

E&O.E


